Known Yet Unknown: The #CultureForAll Queer Poetry Contest

About:

There’s nothing quite like poetry to help express ourselves. The power of poetry lies in the fact that it can elucidate rarely explored parts of life so succinctly. To understand the questions, perceptions, and voice of the queer community, Sahapedia announces the Known Yet Unknown Queer Poetry Contest.

Rules:

1. Each participant is allowed to submit only one self-authored, original entry.
2. Entries can be submitted in either English or Hindi, and should be no longer than 150 words.
3. Participants can share newly written or previously published poems.
4. Submit your entries on or before October 13, 2021. Incomplete applications will not be considered.

Disclaimer: Participants hold the copyright on their submitted poem. However, the right to republish will rest with Sahapedia.

Selection Criteria:

The three best entries will be selected based on readability, creativity in writing, uniqueness, and relevance.

Prizes:

One lucky winner will take home a Lenovo HX03 Smart Band. Two other participants will each win an Amazon voucher worth INR 1,000.

Submit your entries here: https://forms.gle/iqfHBX3EddhemTNH8